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Subject: Proposed Official Community Plan Amendment and Development of 

Master Plan for the Queensborough Special Study Area 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this report is to provide an opportunity for the New Westminster Design 

Panel to review the proposed Master Plan and Design Guidelines for the Queensborough 

Special Study Area. The Special Study Area is defined as the area bound by Ewen 

Avenue, Stanley Street, Duncan Street and Furness Street (see Appendix 1).

The redevelopment of the subject site requires an amendment of the Official Community 

Plan (OCP) in order to change the land use designation and to create a new Development 

Permit Area and design guidelines for the portion of the Special Study Area designated 

Queensborough Comprehensive Development (QCD). New context specific design 

guidelines will also be added to the Queensborough Main Street Development Permit 

Area.

SITE INFORMATION 

Applicant / Developer: Cameron Chalmers, Platform Properties Ltd. and 

City of New Westminster 

Current Zoning: Light Industrial Districts (M-1) 

OCP Land Use 

Designation

QCD – Queensborough Comprehensive Development 

RL – Residential - Low Density 

MS – Queensborough Main Street 

Development Permit 

Area:

Queensborough Comprehensive Development  

Queensborough Main Street

Overall Study Area: 6.6 hectares (16.4 acres) 

Area of properties owned 

by Platform Properties 

4.5 hectares (11.2 acres) 
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APPENDICES ATTACHED TO THIS REPORT 

Title Title

1 Site Context Map 4 Context Information: Site Context, 

Policy Context and Summary of Past 

Community Consultation  

2 Land Use Designation Map 

(Existing)

5 Proposed Land Use Designation Map 

and Master Plan Concept 

3 Meeting Minutes from the August 

26, 2014 NWDP Meeting 

6 Queensborough Eastern 

Neighbourhood Node Master Plan 

(Including Proposed Design 

Guidelines)

BACKGROUND

The Queensborough Community Plan was adopted by Council on February 3, 2014. The 

Plan designates a 4.6 hectare (11.36 acres) portion of the Special Study Area as 

Queensborough Comprehensive Development. This land use designation requires a 

master plan process, which includes further review in order to determine suitable land 

uses for the area, to be completed prior to any development proceeding.  

Image 1: Queensborough Community Plan Land Use Designations for the Special Study Area (see 

Appendix 2) 
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Platform Properties has acquired private and School District property and is in the 

process of purchasing City owned lands in the Queensborough Special Study Area. Once 

all of the City’s property has been transferred to the applicant, they will own 

approximately 4.5 hectares (11.2 acres) of the Special Study Area, making them the 

largest land holder.   

Required Master Planning Process  

A portion of the Special Study Area is designated as Queensborough Comprehensive 

Development, which requires a master plan process. The creation of a master plan is 

required to ensure that complex context and site issues are adequately addressed. The 

process involves community consultation and is intended to identify the appropriate land 

use designations and create design guidelines for the area. These will be amended into the 

Queensborough Community Plan (QCP), which is a schedule to the Official Community 

Plan (OCP). 

As the largest land holder, Platform is facilitating the master plan process and OCP 

amendment in close collaboration with City staff. Though the master plan process is only 

required for the land designated Queensborough Comprehensive Development, the scope 

has been expanded to include the entire Special Study area since it is intended to act as a 

“community hub” for eastern Queensborough and needs to be planned for as a whole. 

The City does not intend to change the land use designations for the remainder of the 

area, but will incorporate additional design guidelines into the Queensborough Main 

Street Development Permit Area.

The OCP amendment will change the designation for all of the properties designated 

Queensborough Comprehensive Development, not just the properties owned by Platform. 

The owners of the other private properties designated Queensborough Comprehensive 

Development are also being included in the master planning process. The City’s role is to 

ensure that Council’s and the community’s intentions for the area, as outlined in the 

Queensborough Community Plan, are reflected throughout the process and in the 

resulting master plan.  

All of the properties in the Special Study Area are zoned Light Industrial Districts (M-1). 

As a result, Platform has also submitted a rezoning application to bring each property into 

conformity with the land use designations determined through the master plan process. 

Other land owners in the area may also choose to apply for a rezoning once the master 

plan process is complete. 

Steps Completed to Date 

Platform submitted an OCP amendment application in May 2014 which launched the 

master planning process. A June 16, 2014 report to Council outlined the planning 

principles for the master plan and consultation process of the subject area.  
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On August 26, 2014, the applicant presented their initial land use concept to the New 

Westminster Design Panel for information and input. The NWDP was generally 

supportive of the proposed land use concept and provided input regarding the character of 

the proposed development. A summary of the comments received from the August 26, 

2014 New Westminster Design Panel meeting have been included as Appendix 3.

A number of issues were identified in a report to Council on March 23, 2015 in regards to 

the design of the commercial area, the amount of area designated for employment-

generating uses, whistle cessation, and the provision of green space. Since the March 23, 

2015 Council Meeting, staff has been working with Platform to resolve these issues and 

the results of these discussions include the development of an updated Master Plan with 

an updated land use concept and design guidelines. The updated Master Plan and Design 

Guidelines are the subject of this report.

Additional site context information (e.g. existing zoning, exiting development potential, 

site constraints), policy context (e.g. policy considerations, zoning considerations and 

proximity to transit service) and a summary of past consultation are included in 

Appendix 4.

PROPOSAL

Master Plan Concept

Image 2: Proposed Master Plan Concept (see Appendix 5) 
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The Master Plan for the area is structured around the new Mercer ‘High Street’, the 

extended Stanley Street Greenway, and a linear parkette. The Mercer High Street 

provides the central spine of the neighbourhood with commercial or mixed use 

development on both sides of the street, sidewalks, tree-lined boulevards and on-street 

parking that makes this a great place to walk and shop.   

East of the Mercer High Street, a plaza-style mall provides a venue for local serving 

commercial uses. The neighbourhood scale is intended to meet the retail and service 

needs of the neighbourhood with potential uses that could include a small grocery store, 

pharmacy, cafes, and services. West of Mercer Street, medium density ground-oriented 

homes are located around a linear parkette with small public seating spots scattered along 

its length.

The Stanley Greenway provides the western edge of the neighbourhood, and is connected 

through the site via the linear parkette and other publicly accessible walkways throughout 

the neighbourhood. Duncan Street and Ewen Avenue complete the network, with a multi-

use path along Duncan, and a sidewalk along Ewen that is protected from the rail line. 

The existing homes along Ewen Avenue will remain.

Land Use Concept 

Image 3: Proposed Land Use Designations (see Appendix 5)
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The preliminary land use concept for the site includes the four designations: 

Greenway: Stanley Greenway and Duncan Street would be linear open spaces, 

each with a wide multi-use pathway. The open space would be environmentally 

significant because of the existing riparian habitat associated with the red coded 

watercourse in the Stanley Street Greenway. This is consistent with the 

Queensborough Community Plan.

Residential – Low Density (RL) – Single detached dwellings would continue to 

front Ewen Avenue. This is consistent with the existing development pattern and 

the Queensborough Community Plan. 

Residential – Medium Density (RM) – Predominantly ground-oriented 

townhouse development at densities and sizes comparable to that already found in 

the neighbourhood. Compact single-detached lots or other ground oriented 

housing may also be included over portions of the site. The anticipated residential 

density is within a range of 22-27 units per acre (approximate number of units is 

+/- 175 townhouse units). 

Queensborough Main Street (MS) – A retail node for eastern Queensborough. 

The Commercial Main Street area will have two components: Mercer Street “high 

street” and a plaza mall. The high street would include ground level commercial 

uses that front onto both sides of Mercer Street, with residential above in some 

locations. The plaza mall would be in the area bounded by Mercer Street, Ewen 

Avenue and Duncan Street and would not have residential above. There will be 

approximately 50,000 square feet of commercial space within the full extent of the 

master plan area.

The applicant’s OCP Amendment Applicant Submission Materials have been attached to 

this report (see Appendix 6).

Proposed Zoning 

All of the properties in the Special Study Area are zoned Light Industrial Districts (M-1). 

As a result, Platform Properties has submitted a rezoning application to bring each 

property into conformity with the land use designations determined through the master 

plan process and subsequent OCP amendment. The proposed rezonings are outlined in 

the table below.

Land Use Designation Proposed Zone  

Queensborough Main Street Community Commercial Districts 

(Medium Rise) (C-2A) 

Residential – Medium Density Queensborough Townhouse Districts 

(RT-3A)

Residential – Low Density Queensborough Neighbourhood

Residential Dwelling Districts (RQ-1) 
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DISCUSSION

The master plan process is not yet complete as the final details are still being worked out. 

However, Platform has created a revised Master Plan document that includes all of the 

proposed design guidelines that will guide future development in the area. This report 

highlights key urban design elements, including:

1. Flexible Live-Work Units 

2. Commercial Plaza 

3. Ewen Avenue 

4. Provision of Greenspaces  

5. Ground Oriented Housing  

1. Flexible Live-Work Units – Platform is proposing that properties on Mercer Street 

(see Image 4) will be developed as flexible live-work units. The buildings will have 

small commercial units with a residential unit above, which could be either jointly 

owned or owned separately (i.e. the residential owner may or may not own the 

commercial unit below). Platform is proposing that these commercial units would 

front onto Mercer Street and be designed, along with the public realm, to create a 

“high street” feel. 

Image 4: Location of Flexible Live-Work Units   
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These properties will be added to the existing Queensborough Main Street 

Development Permit Area. The revised Queensborough Main Street Development 

Permit Area is included in the Master Plan document (see Appendix 6). This 

Development Permit Area anticipates having commercial at grade fronting onto a 

main street, with residential uses above. Platform has created new, context specific, 

design guidelines that will be added to the development permit area. For example: 

Commercial spaces fronting Mercer Street are encouraged to provide direct 

access from the sidewalk and will feature glazing and other design features in 

accordance with these guidelines to provide a strong relationship between the 

commercial use and the street. 

Building forms and design elements should follow the form and character of 

these guidelines, but should also strive to create a distinct and unique rhythm 

that blends continuity with distinctions to create a unique and distinctive street 

frontage.

Small outdoor seating areas are encouraged to further animate the street. 

Mixed-use residential buildings will encourage overviewing of the street and 

provide visual access through glazing and other means to ensure a strong 

relationship to the street. 

Access to residential units should be separated from the commercial access, 

and are encouraged from laneways, rather than from Mercer Street. 

Image 5: Precedent Image of High Street, Mixed Use Concept 

2. Plaza-Style Mall – Platform is proposing a commercial plaza at the corner of Mercer 

and Ewen (see Image 6). Revisions have already been made to the design details to 

address the concerns raised by staff.

These properties are within the existing Queensborough Main Street Development 

Permit Area. This Development Permit Area anticipates having commercial at grade 
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fronting onto a main street, with residential uses above. Platform has created new, 

context specific, design guidelines that will be added to the development permit area.

The commercial buildings in the proposed plaza that are located along Mercer Street 

will be oriented towards the Mercer Street High Street rather than the parking lot so 

that the building frontages along Mercer will feel like the “front” and the mall like the 

“back”. There will be a pedestrian plaza at the corner of Mercer Street and Ewen 

Avenue, and at the corner of Mercer Street and Blackley Street. The buildings 

abutting these plazas will be designed in a way that helps activate the space (e.g. a 

glazed wall would abut the plaza). If a café or restaurant were to move into these 

spaces it could have tables and chairs spilling out into the plaza. Crosswalks from the 

main plaza (Mercer and Ewen) will connect to existing nearby commercial (the pub 

and the commercial units in Port Royal) in order to support this plaza acting as a hub 

for the commercial within this portion of Queensborough. These principles are 

supported by design guidelines such as the following: 

Buildings fronting public plazas will create a strong relationship to the public 

space through extensive glazing, outdoor patio or seating spaces, or other 

design features that connect the building to the plaza. 

Where possible, plazas should be designed to incorporate a mix of fixed 

seating areas with open spaces to accommodate events and other outdoor 

activities. The character of street furniture, fencing, landmark elements, or 

public art elements should reflect the riverfront industrial character of the area. 

The plazas should contain distinctive, pedestrian and accessible friendly 

materials, including pavers, stamped concrete, or other materials that reflect 

the pedestrian nature of the plaza. 

The design includes at grade parking, which is expected given this site’s location in 

the floodplain. The design has been revised to reduce the visual impact of this parking 

through the addition of more landscaping along Ewen Avenue. The on-site parking 

adjacent to Mercer Street has been set back, along with the building, to create the 

second plaza and to create a continuous “high street” feel. The parking lot itself will 

also be landscaped and will include green infrastructure. The parking area also 

includes a pedestrian spine connecting the main plaza to the anchor tenant so that 

pedestrians have a clear, well-defined and direct route for crossing the parking lot. 

Overall, this design meets the intent of the design guidelines in the Queensborough 

Community Plan while still achieving the key site selection parameters for anchor 

tenants (as communicated by Platform): provision of sufficient at-grade parking, 

maintaining high visibility of the anchor tenant, and provision of off-street loading. 

These principles are supported by design guidelines such as the following: 
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In the commercial centre at Mercer Street and Ewen Avenue, parking areas are 

encouraged to include clearly identified pedestrian routes through a mix of 

surface treatments within the parking area, landscaping and enhanced

stormwater features where appropriate. 

Image 6: Location of Commercial Plaza    

Image 7: Commercial Site Plan 
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Image 8: Commercial Node – Street View from Ewen and Mercer  

Image 9: Revised Commercial Node Concept – Oblique View from Ewen and Mercer  

3. Ewen Avenue – While the “high street” function will move from Ewen Avenue to 

Mercer Street the design of Ewen Avenue is still significant since it is the “Great 

Street” of Queensborough. It is the spine that connects the community. In order to 

improve the public realm along this street while addressing the barrier created by the 

rail track, Platform proposes closing Blackley Street between Mercer Street and 

Duncan Street to regular traffic and limiting its use to a lane that is used to access the 

off-street loading areas for the site, with the excess road dedication to be consolidated 

into the site. This would allow for the commercial node to be shifted north, allowing 
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for more space along Ewen Avenue between the building and parking, and the train 

track. This also allows for wider landscaped areas to be added on both sides of the 

sidewalk, which will enhance the public realm and better screen the off-street parking 

from Ewen Avenue. Blackley Street west of Mercer Street would remain as a public 

street.

The commercial building proposed along Ewen Avenue will front onto the internal 

parking lot. However, extra attention will be given to the design of the building to 

ensure it presents an attractive edge to Ewen Avenue. For example, both of the end 

units will have glazing that wraps around the back of the building, to help activate the 

space.

The properties abutting Ewen Avenue are within the existing Queensborough Main 

Street Development Permit Area. Platform has created new, context specific, design 

guidelines that will be added to the development permit area. For example:

Consider incorporating landscaping and innovative, passive seating areas (e.g. 

snake walls, combined seating/planter walls, etc.) to provide low level 

screening of parking areas, and to separate the parking areas from the 

pedestrian pathway. 

4. Provision of Green Spaces – One of the design principles in the Queensborough 

Comprehensive Development designation is for the master plan to include trail 

segments in the design. In particular the Queensborough Community Plan identifies 

the Stanley Greenway and the Duncan Street Greenway as priorities. These two trail 

segments make significant contributions to the overall connectivity and integration of 

the pedestrian and bicycle network in Queensborough. For example, Duncan Street is 

seen by the community as an important link between Port Royal and Queensborough 

Landing. The new multi-use path will ensure that cyclists and pedestrians no longer 

have to walk on the train tracks or the side of a road used by trucks to access one of 

the neighbourhood’s amenities.

The master plan builds on these two major greenway routes by incorporating minor 

greenways throughout the development (e.g. linear parkette, enhanced streetscapes, 

and mid-block trails). These greenways will provide the public with a variety of ways 

to move through this portion of the neighbourhood. These routes will also make it 

easy for community members in the new residential development to connect to the 

plazas included in the master plan as well as the nearby parks.

Design guidelines that relate to the publically accessible private space will be added 

to the new Development Permit Area. The design of the streetscapes and public 

greenways will be included in the Development Agreement for the site. The design 
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guidelines created by Platform include:

Orient residential units adjacent to the Stanley Greenway, and Duncan Street 

Greenway to create a frontage presence from greenways immediately adjacent 

to or within the development. 

When buildings are oriented with side facades facing a greenway or public 

street, the façade is encouraged to create a strong relationship with the 

greenway or street by incorporating entrance features, or other architectural 

features that create a direct relationship to the greenway or street.

Each development adjacent to any trail, as identified on the Parks, Trails, and 

Greenway Streets Map is encouraged to provide internal pathway connections 

to the greenway or trail. 

Interior publicly accessible trails and spaces should provide connections 

between public streets and greenways. These internal walkways should be 

designed in a manner that is inviting and are legibly public. 

Image 10: Proposed Greenways and Open Space 

5. Ground Oriented Housing – The Master Plan envisions a new residential 

community in the remainder of the study area (see Image 11). The area would be 

designated Residential – Medium Density, which allows for a range of housing forms 

including townhouses and low-rise apartments. The proposed zoning would allow 
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ground-oriented housing forms such as triplexes, and compact lot, but it is expected 

that the majority of new units will be townhouses. 

The ground-oriented homes are located around a linear parkette with small public 

seating spots scattered along its length. This is in addition to the other publicly 

accessible walkways throughout the neighbourhood. 

A new Development Permit Area will be created for this area, which is included in the 

attached Master Plan document (see Appendix 6). Many of the design guidelines 

from the East Queensborough Development Permit Area have been included in the 

new Development Permit Area. Platform has also created new design guidelines that 

reflect the specific context of the area.

Image 11: Ground Oriented Housing  

DESIGN QUESTIONS FOR THE NEW WESTMINSTER DESIGN PANEL 

New design guidelines have been created for each section of the Study Area. These 

guidelines are meant to clearly communicate the vision of the master plan and to guide 

future development permit applications. The premise of the questions identified by staff 

below for the NWDP relate to whether or not the development permit guidelines provide 

sufficient clarity/direction to achieve the master plan vision, specifically:
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1. Do the guidelines provide sufficient direction for achieving well-designed plazas 

at Mercer Street/Ewen Avenue and at Blackley Street/Ewen Avenue? 

2. Is there adequate wording within the guidelines to achieve a pedestrian-oriented 

commercial plaza as shown on Images 6 to 9 above? Primarily in regards to the 

Mercer Street frontage and the use of additional landscaping and building 

orientation along Ewen Avenue to soften the edge between the proposed off-street 

parking and the railway/Ewen Avenue.   

3. Is the livability of residential units in the flexible live-work buildings sufficiently 

addressed in the guidelines (e.g. access for the residential unit, usable open space 

for the residential units)? 

4. Is there an appropriate transition between the flexible live-work units that will be 

located along Mercer Street and the ground-oriented units to the west of Mercer 

Street? Is there an appropriate transition between the single detached dwelling 

residences located along Ewen Avenue and the proposed ground-oriented multi-

residential units? 

5. Are the guidelines sufficient for encouraging well-designed publically accessible 

private greenways as shown on the master plan concept? 

6. Do the design guidelines provide sufficient direction in regards to the linear 

publically accessible/private linear parkway west of Mercer Street and to the north 

of Blackley Street and the various private walkway connections between the 

ground-oriented multi-unit residential units as shown on Image 10?

7. Do the proposed guidelines provide sufficient direction for fostering a unique 

identify for the Study Area that sets it apart from neighbouring development (i.e. 

Port Royal)? 

DEVELOPMENT REVIEW PROCESS 

The next step in the process will be for the City and Platform Properties to consult the 

owners of the other properties in the Study Area in order to ensure their input is 

considered during the creation of the draft design guidelines and land use concept.     

Below is an overall outline of the anticipated development review process for this project.  

The bold text outlines where we are currently at within the process. 

1. Preliminary report to Council. 

2. Circulation of the application to all City Departments for review. 

3. Open House. 

4. Advisory Planning Commission and New Westminster Design Panel review of 
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Appendix 1

Site Context Map 
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Appendix 2

Land Use Designation Map 

(Existing)
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Appendix 3

Excerpt from August 2014

NWDP Minutes 
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NEW WESTMINSTER DESIGN PANEL 

Tuesday, August 26, 2014 3:00 p.m. 

Committee Room No. 2 

EXCERPT FROM MINUTES 

3.0 DESIGN REVIEWS 

3.1 Queensborough Special Study Area OCP00009  

Lynn Roxburgh, Planner, and Rupinder Basi, Senior Planner, summarized the 
report dated August 26, 2014, regarding an application that has been received to 
amend the Official Community Plan (OCP) for the Queensborough Special Study 
Area, defined as the area bound by Ewen Avenue, Stanley Street, Duncan Street 
and Furness Street.  This will initiate a comprehensive master plan process that 
will guide future development in the Special Study Area and includes City of New 
Westminster properties which Platform Properties currently have under contract. 

Cameron Chalmers, Platform Properties, provided a PowerPoint presentation 
regarding the project as outlined in the report dated August 26, 2014, and noted 
the following additional information: 

The project would build on and improve existing amenities, such as the 
Stanley Street Greenway and Duncan Street;
Due to the railways, there would not be conventional main street frontage 
on Ewen Avenue; and, 

 The main connection for the area would be provided at Mercer Street. 

In response to questions from the Panel, Mr. Chalmers provided the following 
information:

Specific programming for the commercial space has not yet been 
determined;
The design would feature a high street design due to factors and 
limitations of the neighbourhood; and,
The residential density would be similar to adjacent developments in 
Queensborough.

Discussion ensued, and the Panel provided the following comments: 

 It could be challenging to provide adequate parking space due to flood 
plain constraints; 
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 It was suggested that the community amenities be clearly identified;  

 It was suggested that the project provide stronger connections to the 
waterfront;

 It was suggested that Ewen Avenue be maintained as the main street for 
the project to provide continuity in Queensborough;

 It was noted that the industrial character and railways could provide 
distinctive qualities for the project;

 It was suggested that a public open space be included with the plans for 
the project; and, 

 It was suggested that the pathways be functional and of high quality.   
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Appendix 4

Context Information: 

Site Context, Policy Context and 

Summary of Past Consultation 
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SITE CONTEXT

To the north of the Special Study Area, across Duncan Street, are industrial uses. One of 

the industrial properties is owned by Port Metro Vancouver and is expected to stay 

industrial over the long term. An application has been submitted to convert the adjacent 

industrial land to medium-density residential. The Port Royal residential development is 

also adjacent to the eastern and southern boundaries of the Special Study Area. The 

housing that is closest to the Special Study Area consists of compact lot single-detached 

dwellings.

The remainder of the adjacent land uses on the south boundary, across Ewen Avenue, are 

industrial. These operational industrial properties, including Griff Lumber, are also 

designated Queensborough Comprehensive Development and would go through a similar 

master plan process if they were to redevelop.  

To the west of the Special Study Area, on the other side of the Stanley Greenway, there is 

a mix of uses. Single detached dwellings and a daycare front onto Ewen Avenue. The 

remainder of the properties have light industrial uses, single detached dwellings or are 

vacant. There is currently an application to construct townhouses on the northernmost 

portion of these properties. 

Existing Zoning and Use 

Including the private land not owned by Platform Properties, the Special Study Area is 

approximately 6.8 hectares (16.8 acres). All of the properties are zoned Light Industrial 

Districts (M-1). 

The Platform Properties lands are used for the City’s animal shelter, tow yard, dog park, 

and storage or are vacant. These uses must be relocated before the land is redeveloped. 

The remainder of the land in the Special Study Area has a mix of uses including single 

detached dwellings, light industrial and commercial. There are also a number of vacant 

properties.

The Beach Street right-of-way and the Stanley Street right-of-way north of Beach Street 

are not developed as streets. Both are vegetated and have a watercourse (ditch) with 

ecological value. The remainder of the streets are developed and have open ditches. 

Existing Development Potential

All of the properties in the Special Study Area are zoned Light Industrial Districts (M-1). 

This zoning district allows a range of light industrial uses, such as workshop and indoor 

storage uses for trade contractors, and laboratories for science and research. There is no 

floor space ratio included in the zoning district. Instead density is restricted by the six (6) 

storey height restriction.
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Site Constraints 

The Special Study Area is also bound by two rail lines, one running along the north side 

of Ewen Avenue and the other along the north side of Duncan Street. The design for the 

area will need to mitigate noise and vibration caused by trains. Approaches to noise 

mitigation also need to address the conflict between residential uses abutting industrial 

uses. Industrial operations can operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week, on the site 

owned by Port Metro Vancouver, north of this Special Study Area.

The area is also located in the floodplain. Buildings will need to be designed to the flood 

construction level. There are also numerous watercourses within the Special Study Area. 

This includes the Stanley Street and Beach Street watercourses, which are red and yellow 

coded watercourses respectively. Both watercourses have riparian area habitat and play a 

significant role in stormwater management due to their capacity.

POLICY CONTEXT 

Queensborough Community Plan (QCP) Land Use Designations  

(QCD) Queensborough Comprehensive Development – This area will include mixed 

commercial and light industrial employment uses which complement and are 

compatible with the surrounding existing and designated land uses. This area will 

also include residential uses which range in densities from low to medium. 

Depending on the provision of employment generating uses, additional density for 

residential uses may be considered. In principle, two-thirds of the contiguous areas 

of the designation will be developed for employment generating uses. The 

remaining one-third will be developed as residential (the maximum floor space 

ratio shall not exceed a factor of 0.9). Prior to any rezoning in this area a master 

plan, including design guidelines, must be created for the area as a whole. This 

master plan is subject to a public review process and must be in accordance with 

the principles listed in the Queensborough Comprehensive Development 

Development Permit Area. 

(MS) Queensborough Main Street – this area will include commercial, office and 

residential uses. Facing Ewen Avenue and Furness Street, commercial uses are 

required at grade. Densities may range from low to medium. 

(RL) Residential – Low Density – this area will include low density residential uses 

including single detached houses, houses with a secondary suite, duplexes, 

detached townhouses, low density multifamily uses, places of worship, and may 

contain small scale local commercial uses such as home occupations and corner 

stores. 
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Queensborough Community Plan (QCP) Considerations 

During the update of the Queensborough Community Plan, the planning and consultation 

process identified areas of further research, including the Special Study Area. After 

detailed review, including public consultation, land use designations were endorsed by 

Council and incorporated into the Queensborough Community Plan. The following are 

the land use designations in the area: 

1. Commercial Main Street: The area bound by Ewen Avenue, Furness Street, Duncan 

Street and Mercer Street is designated Commercial Main Street. The Commercial 

Main Street designation allows commercial at grade and residential, commercial 

and/or office above. This area is within the Queensborough Main Street Development 

Permit Area. This development permit area includes design guidelines for form and 

character.

2. Residential – Low Density: The area fronting onto Ewen between the pub and 

Stanley Street is designated Residential – Low Density. This designation enables 

protection of the historic single detached dwellings on these properties. 

3. Park or Greenway: The watercourse in the Stanley Street right-of-way is identified 

as a public greenway and is protected by the Riparian Areas Regulation. This space 

provides a highly prized open space asset and an important stormwater management 

function for the community. 

4. Queensborough Comprehensive Development: The remaining properties in the 

Special Study Area are designated Queensborough Comprehensive Development. It is 

this area that is subject to the Official Community Plan amendment.

The Queensborough Community Plan defines this as an area that will include mixed 

commercial and light industrial employment uses which complement and are 

compatible with the surrounding existing and designated land uses. The area should 

also include residential uses which range in densities from low to medium. The 

maximum floor space ratio should not exceed a factor of 0.9. However, depending on 

the provision of employment generating uses, additional density for residential uses 

may be considered. In principle, two-thirds of the contiguous areas of the designation 

should be developed for employment generating uses. The remaining one-third could 

be developed as residential.  

The land use designation also specifies that prior to any rezoning in the area a master 

plan, including new land use designations and design guidelines, must be created for 

the area as a whole. This master plan process, which has been initiated by Platform 

Properties, will continue to be subject to a public review process and must be in 

accordance with the following principles that are listed in the Queensborough 

Comprehensive Development Development Permit Area:
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1. Locate land uses such that they establish a sensitive transition between industrial 

and non-industrial land uses. 

2. Include residential land uses in locations that will help to complete the eastern 

residential neighbourhood. 

3. Consider including commercial land uses fronting onto Ewen Avenue where 

they will help to create a compact, local serving commercial node. 

4. Reinforce Ewen Avenue as the community “main street.” 

5. Protect heritage resources. 

6. Protect and enhance riparian areas. 

7. Include trail segments shown on the Parks, Trails and Greenway Streets Map 

(e.g. Stanley Greenway and Mid-Island Trail). 

8. Provide an appropriate level of vehicular access in support of community and 

site-connectivity. 

The new land use designations and design guidelines will be amended into the 

Queensborough Community Plan, which is a schedule to the OCP.

Zoning Bylaw Considerations  

All of the properties in the Special Study Area are zoned Light Industrial Districts (M-1). 

As a result, Platform Properties has submitted a rezoning application to bring each 

property into conformity with the land use designations determined through the master 

plan process and subsequent OCP amendment. A preliminary rezoning report was 

brought forward to Council on September 15, 2014 and was tabled for further discussion.

Proximity to Transit Service

Transit Facility Frequency Distance 

Skytrain Station  More than 1 Km 

Frequent Transit 

Network

 1,300 metres (4,265 feet) 

(Howes Street) 

Transit Stop 20 – 30 minute service 

(alternating route) 

50 metres (164 feet) 

(Ewen Avenue) 

PAST COMMUNITY CONSULTATION

Open Houses 

On June 24, 2014, the applicant held an open house that engaged the community at a high 

level as a first step to working towards the preparation of a master plan. This open house 

was held at the Queensborough Community Centre. The meeting was attended by City 

staff, the Platform Properties project team, and approximately 30 stakeholders.

Presentations were made by the City and by Platform Properties to go over the policy 

context and the preliminary land use concept in order to provide a starting point for 

discussions on the types of land uses that should occur within the Special Study Area.  
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Vehicular access continues to be a concern for the community as expressed by 

stakeholders during the Open house and previously with the development of the 

Queensborough Community Plan.

A visual preference survey was also provided by Platform Properties to engage 

stakeholders and obtain their initial feedback on the types of uses and built form preferred 

for the Special Study Area. Only a few surveys were submitted back to Platform 

Properties.

A second open house was held on, September 9, 2014. The purpose of the second open 

house was to update stakeholders and the community on the status of the master plan 

process and the present further information on the anticipated land uses and design 

principles for the Study Area. 

A third open house was held on June 24, 2015. The purpose of this open house was to 

present the updated Master Plan to the community. The feedback received will help 

inform the final revisions to the Master Plan and design guidelines.

Advisory Planning Commission  

An information report was presented to the Advisory Planning Commission on 

September 19, 2014. The committee members felt that the development of the Study 

Area could help the eastern Queensborough node become a complete community. By 

providing local-serving retail within a reasonable walking distance, area residents will no 

longer have to drive in order to access day-to-day amenities. The commission members 

are aware of the residents’ concerns about traffic in Queensborough and feel that efforts 

to reduce vehicle trips are important.

Another topic of conversion was the internal road network and its integration with the 

surrounding community. In particular there was a focus on Stanley Street, its role, the 

access it provides, and connectivity of other areas to the greenway. The Advisory 

Planning Commission members communicated that they would like the Stanley 

Greenway to be permeable and knitted into the surrounding pedestrian network.

New Westminster Design Panel  

An information report was presented to the New Westminster Design Panel on August 

26, 2014. Overall the members were supportive of the process and felt that this created an 

opportunity to integrate innovative design elements. These unique characteristics could 

respond to the industrial edge condition and reflect the industrial history of the area, 

which has not been strongly evident in many other developments. There is also an 

opportunity to have design elements that reflect the rural and agricultural heritage of the 

community. A challenge to achieving this is the urban nature of the development (e.g. 

form and density).
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The members felt that one challenge that needs close attention is the design of the Ewen 

Avenue edge of the commercial node. Ewen Avenue is the community’s main street but 

the abutting rail line will impact the design of and access to the site. The commercial 

plaza should have as much “pedestrian feel” as possible keeping in mind the challenges 

with the rail line and the need to provide at grade parking because of the floodplain. It is 

important to get this right in order to achieve an active and inviting plaza for the 

community.

The members recognized that townhouses have been a common housing form 

Queensborough because of the issues related to building in the floodplain. The challenge 

will be to create a uniqueness for the Special Study Area that sets it apart from Port Royal 

and other developments.  

The members also felt that the community amenities need to be clearly defined. This 

includes both public open space and private amenity space. It will be important for all 

proposed greenways to be well integrated with the broader pedestrian circulation network 

in Queensborough. They recognized the significance of the Stanley Greenway and 

recommended it be widened as much as possible given its environmental significance.  

The challenge of the edge treatments was also recognized. The challenge is to make the 

residential development livable while celebrating the edge, as opposed to just screening 

or masking it. 

Owners’ Meeting 

City staff and Platform properties met with Special Study Area property owners on 

September 4, 2014.  The intent of this meeting was to update area property owners on the 

status of the master plan process and OCP amendment and to provide an opportunity for 

input into the master plan process.   
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Appendix 5

Proposed Land Use Designation Map and 

Master Plan Concept 
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Appendix 6

Queensborough Eastern

Neighbourhood Node Master Plan

(Including Proposed Design Guidelines)
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